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BACKGROCJSID OF THE INVENTION

Field of the Invention

The present invention relates to a pattern measxirement

method, a manufacturing method of a semiconductor device, a

15 pattern measurement apparatus, and a program.

Related Background Art

As general methods of measuring patterns, various

techniques have been proposed and inproved. For exainple, in

a field of a semiconductor integrated circuit, a dimension

20 measurement has been carried out using a critical dimension

scanning electron microscope (CDSEM) in order to evaluate a

fine pattern of a semiconductor. In this dimension

measurement, a distance between two edge points of a pattern

is only obtained. In order to evaluate a shape of the

25 p>attern from obtained results of the dimension measurCTient,

dimensions of a plurality of portions of the pattern are

measured, and an amotint defined as the pattern shape has to

be calculated on the basis of the measurement results. This

will be described with reference to an exanple of an

30 elliptic pattern shown in FIG. 25. It is to be noted that in

the following drawings, the same compcxients are denoted with

the same reference nijmerals, and the description of the same

components will be appropriately omitted.

In the example shown in FIG. 25, a dimension a in the

35 longitudinal directions and a dimension b in the lateral

directions of an elliptic pattern HP50 are separately
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measured, and these values or values calculated from these

values in accordance with a certain calculation inile are

outputted as a pattern shape. The calculaticai rule includes,

for exanple, an area and <A>lateness of an elliptic pattern

5 given by A = nab, e = a/b, and the like. When one or several

amounts are defined as the pattern shape in this manner,

there is a merit that a person who measures the pattern can

intuitively and easily understand the pattern shape.

However, the above-described pattern measur«nait

10 method has a problCTi that an accurate shape cannot be

represented, when the shape of the measurem^t target

pattern cannot be represented by a certain mathematical

equation. For example, there are also patterns such as

patterns HP52 and HP54 of FIG. 26 which have the same

15 oblateness e as that of the elliptic pattern HP50 of FIG. 25

but which have mutually different areas. Furthermore, in a

case shown in FIG. 25, short and long axes of the elliptic

pattern HP50 agree with X and Y-axes directions of an image,

but otherwise, there is a prdblCTi that short and long

20 diameters of the elliptic pattern cannot be measured by

dimension roeasurament in the X euid Y-axes directions.

To solve the problem, it is saso necessary in the

measuranent of the pattern diameter to carry out the

dimension measurement in a direction of, for example, ±45

25 degrees in addition to measurement directions of 0 and 90

degrees. In this technique, however, a measurement process

becomes ccnplicated, but measurement accuracy of the pattern

shape is not enhanced as ea^)ected. For example, when the

diameter is measured at eight portions every 22.5 degrees

30 from 0 degree to 180 degrees, operation of the measurement

is octuplicated. However, the pattern shape is approximated

as 16-gonal shape, and this is the rsnarkably rough

measuranent as approximation of a general hole pattern shape.

In additicai, there is also a problem that specifications

35 have to be checked with respect to eight measurement values

as pareoneters whicsh equived-ently represent the pattern shape
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in order to evaluate the shape of the p>attern.

Furthermore, for exanple, in fine pattern evaluation

in an actual manufacturing process of a semiconductor, for

exanple, instead of numerically describing the shape by the

5 diameter of the hole pattern, in many cases it is necessary

and sufficient only to represent a degree of difference

between the patterns as an index on the basis of a normally

formed pattern, or another adjacent hole pattern. Especially

when an influence of an aberration of an exposure apparatus

10 for transferring the p>attern is checked, it is iirportant to

evaluate a shape difference between the adjacent patterns.

In the above-described conventional method, since the

dimension is measured in eight directions, a measurement

time increases, euid further twice the measurement time is

15 required for measuring the shape difference between the

adjacent patterns.

This probl»i increases a load onto a central

processing unit (CPU) of a connputer to carry out measurement,

trouble of measurement management, and measurement time, and

20 is additionally one of causes for an increase of cost in

shape measur^nent.

BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

According to a first aspect of the present invention,

25 there is provided a pattern measurement method comprising:

acquiring graphic data of a plurality of patterns

including image data;

processing the graphic data to detect a coordinate of

eui edge point of the pattern;

30 combining the edge points between the patterns to make

a F>^ir of edge points and calculating a distance between the

edge points constituting each pair of edge points and an

cuigle between a straight line which connects the edge point

to the other edge point and an arbitrary axial line with

35 respect to each psiir of edge points to prepare a distance

angle distribution map which is a distribution map of the
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calculated distance and angle of the pair of edge points;

and

evaluating at least one of a relation of shape between

the patterns, a relation of size between the patterns, and a

5 relative location between the patterns on the basis of the

prepared distance angle distribution map.

According to a second aspect of the present invention,

there is provided a pattern measur^nent method comprising:

acquiring graphic data of a plurality of patterns

10 including image data;

processing the graphic data to detect a coordinate of

an edge point of the E>attern;

combining the edge f>oints of the patterns to make a

pair of edge points euid calculating a distance between the

15 edge points constituting each pair of edge points and an

angle between a straight line which connects the edge point

to the other edge point and an arbitrary axial line with

respect to each pair of edge points to prepare a distance

angle distribution map which is a distribution map of the

20 calculated distance and angle of the pair of edge points for

each p>attern; and

extracting a characteristic point of the distance

angle distribution map to evaluate at least one of a

relation of shap>e between the patterns, a relation of size

25 between the patterns, and a relative location between the

patterns on the basis of the extracted characteristic point.

According to a third aspect of the present invention,

there is provided a pattern measurement method coinprising:

acquiring graphic data of a plurality of patterns

30 including image data;

processing the graphic data to detect a coordinate of

an edge point of the pattern;

combining the edge points of the patterns to make a

pair of edge points and calculating a distance between the

35 edge points constituting each pair of edge points and an

angle between a straight line which connects the edge point
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to the other edge point and an arbitrary axial line with

respect to each pair of edge points to prepare a distance

angle distribution map which is a distribution map of the

calculated distance and auigle of the pair of edge points for

5 each pattern; and

calculating a characteristic amount of the distance

angle distribution map to evaluate at least one of a

relation of shape between the patterns, a relation of size

between the patterns, and a relative location between the

10 patterns on the basis of the calculated characteristic

amount.

According to a fourth aspect of the present invention,

there is provided a manufacturing method of a semiconductor

device using a pattern measurement method comprising:

15 acquiring graphic data of a plurality of patterns

including image data;

processing the graphic data to detect a coordinate of

am edge point of the pattern;

combining the edge points between the patterns to make

20 a pair of edge points smd calculating a distance between the

edge points constituting each pair of edge points and an

angle between a straight line which connects the edge point

to the other edge point and an arbitrary axial line with

respect to each pair of edge points to prepare a distance

25 angle distribution map whicdi is a distribution map of the

calculated distance and angle of the pair of edge points;

and

evaluating at least one of a relation of shape between

the patterns, a relation of size between the patterns, and a

30 relative location between the patterns on the basis of the

prepared distance angle distribution map.

According to a fifth aspect of the present invention,

there is provided a manufacturing method of a semiconductor

device using a pattern measurement method comprising:

35 acquiring graphic data of a plurality of patterns

inclxKling image data;



processing the graphic data to detect a coordinate of

an edge point of the pattern;

combining the edge points of the patterns to make a

pair of edge points and calculating a distance between the

5 edge points constituting eacdi pair of edge points and an

angle between a straight line which connects the edge point

to the other edge point and an arbitrary axial line with

resE>ect to each pair of edge points to prepare a distance

angle distribution map whicih is a distribution map of the

10 calculated distance and angle of the pair of edge points for

each pattern; and

extracting a characteristic point of the distance

angle distribution map to evaluate at least one of a

relation of shape between the patterns, a relation of size

15 between the patterns, and a relative location between the

patterns on the basis of the extracted characteristic point.

According to a sixth aspect of the present invention,

there is provided a manufacturing method of a semiconductor

device using a pattern measurement method comprising:

20 acquiring graphic data of a plurality of patterns

including image data;

processing the graphic data to detect a coordinate of

am edge point of the pattern;

combining the edge points of the patterns to make a

25 pair of edge points and calculating a distance between the

edge points constituting each pair of edge points and an

suigle between a straight line which connects the edge point

to the other edge point and an arbitrary axial line with

respect to each pair of edge points to prepare a distance

30 amgle distribution map which is a distribution map of the

calculated distance and angle of the pair of edge points for

each pattern; and

calculating a characteristic amount of the distance

angle distribution map to evaluate at least one of a

35 relation of shape between the patterns, a relation of size

between the patterns, and a relative location between the
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patterns on the basis of the calculated characteristic

amount.

According to a seventh aspect of the present invention,

there is provided a program which allows a conputer to

5 execute a pattern measur^ient method, the pattern

measurement method conprising:

acquiring graphic data of a plurality of patterns

including image data;

processing the graphic data to detect a coordinate of

10 an edge point of the pattern;

ocnibining the edge points between the patterns to make

a pair of edge points and calculating a distance between the

edge points constituting each pair of edge points and an

angle between^ a straight line which connects the edge point

15 to the other edge point and an arbitrary axial line with

respect to each pair of edge points to prepare a distance

angle distribution map which is a distribution map of the

calculated distance suid angle of the pair of edge E>oints;

ouid

20 evaluating at least one of a relation of shape between

the patterns, a relation of size between the patterns, and a

relative location between the patterns on the basis of the

prepared distance angle distribution map.

According to an eighth aspect of the present invention,

25 there is provided a program which allows a computer to

execute a pattern measurement method, the pattern

measurement method comprising:

acquiring graphic data of a plurality of patterns

including image data;

30 processing the graphic data to detect a coordinate of

cui edge point of the pattern;

combining the edge points of the patterns to make a

pair of edge points and calculating a distance between the

edge points constituting each pair of edge f>oints and an

35 angle between a straight line which connects the edge point

to the other edge point and an arbitrary axial line with
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respect to each pair of edge points to prepare a distance

angle distribution map which is a distribution map of the *

calculated distance and angle of the pair of edge points for

each pattern; and

extracting a characteristic point of the distance

angle distribution map to evaluate at least one of a

relation of shape between the patterns, a relation of size

between the patterns, and a relative location between the

patterns on the basis of the extracted characteristic point.

According to a ninth aspect of the present invention,

there is provided a program which allows a computer to

execute a pattern measur»ient method, the pattern

measur^nent method cornprising:

acquiring graphic data of a plurality of patterns

including image data;

processing the graphic data to detect a coordinate of

an edge point of the pattern;

combining the edge points of the patterns to make a

pair of edge points auid calculating a distcuice between the

edge points constituting each pair of edge points and an

angle between a straight line which connects the edge point

to the other edge point and an arbitrary social line with

respect to each pair of edge points to prepare a distance

smgle distribution map which is a distribution map of the

calculated distance and angle of the pair of edge points for

each pattern; and

calculating a characteristic amount of the distance

angle distribution map to evaluate at least one of a

relation of shape between the patterns, a relation of size

between the patterns, and a relative location between the

patterns on the basis of the calculated characteristic

amount.

According to a tenth aspect of the present invention,

there is provided a pattern measurement apparatus

comprising

:

an edge point detector which receives graphic data of



a plurality of patterns including image data and processes

the grapdiic data to detect a coordinate of an edge point of

the pattern;

a distance angle distribution map preparer which

combines the edge points between the patteams to make a pair

of edge points and calculates a distance between the edge

points constituting each pair of edge points cUid an angle

between a straight line to connect the edge point to the

other edge point and an arbitrary axial line with respect to

each pair of edge points to prepare a distribution map of

the calculated distance and angle of the pair of edge p>oints

as a distance angle distribution map; and

an evaluator which evaluates at least one of a

relation of shape between the patterns, a relation of size

between the patterns, and a relative location between the

patterns on the basis of the prepared distance angle

distribution map.

According to an eleventh aspect of the present

invention, there is provided a pattern measurement apparatus

cotnprising:

an edge point detector which receives graphic data of

a plurality of patterns including image data and processes

the graphic data to detect a coordinate of an edge point of

the pattern;

a distance angle distribution map preparer which

combines the edge points of the patterns to make a pair of

edge points and calculates a distance between the edge

points ccxistituting each pair of edge points and an angle

between a straight line to connect the edge point to the

other edge point and an arbitrary axial line with respect to

each pair of edge points to prepare a distribution map of

the calculated distance and angle of the pair of edge points

as a distance angle distribution map for each pattern; and

an evaltiator which extracts a characteristic point of

the distance angle distribution nap to evaluate at least one

of a relation of shape between the patterns, a relation of
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size between t±ie patterns, and a relative location between

the patterns on the basis of the extracted characteristic

point.

According to a twelfth aspect of the present invention,

5 there is provided a pattern measurCTient apparatus

comprising:

an edge point detector which receives graphic data of

a plurality of patterns including image data and processes

the graphic data to detect a coordinate of an edge point of

10 the pattern;

a distance angle distribution map preparer which

combines the edge points of the patterns to make a pair of

edge p)oints and calculates a distance between the edge

points constituting each p>air of edge points and an angle

15 between a straight line to connect the edge point to the

other edge point and cm arbitrary aucial line with respect to

each pair of edge points to prepare a distribution map of

the calculated distance and angle of the pair of edge points

as a distance angle distribution map for each pattern; and

20 an evaliiator which calculates a characteristic amount

of the distance angle distribution map to evaluate at least

one of a relation of shape between the F>attems, a relation

of size between the patterns, and a relative location

between the patterns on the basis of the calculated

25 characteristic amount.

BE^EF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a block diagram showing one embodiment of a

pattern measur»ient apparatus according to the present

30 invention;

FIG. 2 is a diagram showing an image acquired with

respect to one example of two hole patterns disposed

adjacent to each other;

FIG. 3 is a DAD map prepsured with respect to two hole

35 patterns shown in FIG. 2;

FIG. 4 is an explanatory view showing a relation
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between a characteristic point extracted frcan the E)AD map

shown in FIG. 3 and an actual pattern;

FIG. 5 is a diagram showing an image acquired with

respect to two hole patterns which have a different size in

pattern shapes;

FIG. 6 shows a DAD map prepared with respect to two

hole patterns shown in FIG. 5;

FIG. 7 is a diagram showing an intensity distribution

along an arrow in FIG. 6;

FIG. 8 is a diagram showing images acquired with

respect to two hole patterns which have the same shape;

FIG. 9 is a DAD map prepared with respect to two hole

patterns shown in FIG, 8;

FIG. 10 is a diagram showing the intensity

distribution along an arrow in FIG. 9;

FIG. 11 is a diagram showing an image acquired with

respect to a standard pattern of a perfect circle and a

circular pattern having a distorted shape;

FIG. 12 is a DAD map prepared with respect to two hole

patterns shown in FIG. 11;

FIG. 13 is a diagram showing the intensity

distribution along an arrow in FIG. 12;

FIG. 14 is a diagram showing a rectangular standard

pattern registered beforehand as CAD data, and a circular

p>attern disposed in a middle inside the standard pattern;

FIG. 15 is a diagram showing the rectangular stamdard

pattern registered beforehand as the CAD data, and a

circular pattern disposed in a position deviating from the

middle inside the standard pattern;

FIG. 16A is a DAD map obtained with respect to the

rectangular pattern cuid circular pattern shown in FIG. 14,

and FIG. 16B is a DAD map obtained with respect to the

rectangular pattern and circular pattern shown in FIG. 15;

FIGS. 17A to 17H show a standard graphic, patterns

obtained by converting the shape of the standard graphic,

and DAD maps;
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FIG. 18 is a diagram showing exaitples of two circular

patterns which have diameters different from each other and

which are arranged so as to form concentric circles;

FIG. 19 is a DAD map prepared by pairs of edge points

5 paired between the circular patterns shown in FIG. 18;

FIG. 20 is a diagram showing exair^les of two circular

p>atterns which have diameters different from each other and

which are arranged so as to prevent centers from agreeing

with each other;

10 FIG. 21 is a DAD map prepared by the pairs of edge

points paired between the circular patterns shown in FIG.

20;

FIG. 22 is a diagram showing a region of a remaining

part obtained by subtracting a region in a distribution

15 boundary of FIG. 19 from that in the distribution boundary

of FIG. 21;

FIG. 23A shows one exanple of a standard image

acco3xU.ng to a design data, and FIGS. 23B to 23F are

diagrams showing exanples of specific patterns of a product

20 manufactured on the basis of the design data;

FIGS. 24A to 24F are DAD maps of the patterns shown in

FIGS. 23A to 23F, respectively;

FIG. 25 shows one example of an elliptic pattern which

is a target of pattern measurement; and

25 FIG. 26 shows another example of the elliptic pattern

as smother target of the pattern measur«ient.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

Some embodiments of the present invention will be

30 described hereinafter with reference to the drawings. In the

following embodiments, measur^nent of a fine pattern of a

semiconductor will also be described, but the present

invention is not limited to such measurement, but can

variously be applied as a new technique for general pattern

35 measurement to various industrial fields. In the following

description, SEM image data supplied as image data of a
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pattern which is a measurCTient target from CDSEM will

appropriately be described, but this is merely one example

and, needless to say, the - present invention can also be

applied to the image data acquired from optical app>aratuses

such as a digital camera and scanner.

(A) One Embodiment of Pattern Measurement Apparatus

FIG. 1 is a block diagram showing one embodiment of a

pattern measurement apparatus according to the present

invention. A pattern measur^nent apparatus 2 shown in the

figure coirprises a workstation (EWS) 12, an image processing

apparatus 20, a memory 16, an output device 18, and an input

device 14

.

In the mjCTiory 16, a recipe file in which algorithm of

a pattern measuronent method of the present invention is

written is stored.

The workstation 12 reads a reciF>e file from the momory

16, controls the whole apparatus in accordsuice with the

recipe file, extracts information such as a characteristic

point or amount in accordance with a measur^nent purpose

from a distance angle distribution map described later

(hereinafter referred to as DAD map) , and additionally

executes various calculation processes described later. The

workstation 12 sets a stcuidard pattern which is a standard

of evaluation of a measur^ient target pattern on the basis

of the recipe file or operator's designation via the input

device 14 described later. The output device 18 uses a

display to display the DAD map supplied from the image

processing apparatus 20 via the workstation 12 together with

the characteristic point or amount extracted by the

workstation 12. In the present embodiment, however, it is

not necessary to display the DAD map and the like by the

output device 18, and information thereof may only be stored

in an image mOTory 28 of the image processing apparatus 20

as described later. The input device 14 is an inputting

apparatus such as a keyboard and mouse.

The image processing apparatus 20 includes a CPU 22,
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an image processor 24, an image memory contxoller 26, and

the image memory 28.

The image processor 24 receives image data supplied,

for exanple, from CDSEM or optical ai^ratus (not shovm) to

carry out image processing described later, such as the

preparation of the DAD map. The image msnory 28 includes a

plurality of storage regions, and stores the image data of a

measurCTient target pattern or non-defective pattern

constituting a standard image described later, "GAD data

constituting the stauidard image, graphic data of simulation

results, and data of the DAD map in different storage

regions under control of the image memory controller 26. The

image m^ory controller 26 constitutes arrangement data on

the basis of a disposed between edge points, and an angle of

a straight line connecting cui edge point to the other edge

point in a pair of edge points with respect to an X-axis

direction for each pair of edge points described later, and

further adds a memory address to the data of each DAD map.

An operation of the pattern measurement apparatus 2

shown in FIG. 1 will be described as CTnbodiments of a

pattern measurement method according to the present

invention with reference to the drawings.

(B) Embodiment of Pattern Measurement Method

(1) First Embodiment

A first embodiment of the pattern measurement method

according to the present invention will be described using

an exanple in vrtiich two hole patterns disposed adjacent to

each other shown in FIG. 2 are to be measured.

First, the image data of hole patterns HP2, HP4 shown

in FIG. 2 is supplied to the image processor 24 of the

pattern measur^ient apparatus 2. Next, either hole pattern

is selected as standard pattern on the basis of setting in

the recipe file via the workstation 12. In the present

CTibodiment, for example, the hole pattern HP2 on the left

side in the drawing is determined as a standard pattern, and

the hole pattern HP4 on the right side in the drawing sheet
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is determined as a measurement target pattern. It is to be

noted that any pattern may also be selected as the standard

pattern and, for exairple, the hole pattern HP4 may also be

selected as the standard pattern. In setting of the standard

pattern an operator may select a pattern after it is

displayed by the output device 18, and the operator may

input the pattern via the input device 14, so that the

workstation 12 sets the pattern as the standard pattern on

the basis of the input. This respect also applies to

embodiments described later. Furthermore, it is to be noted

that the present CTibodiment does . not originally require any

selection of the standard pattern.

Next, the image processing apparatus 20 detects

coordinates of the edge points constituting contour lines

with respect to each pattern, takes all combinations of the

edge points between the hole patterns HP2, HP4, calculates a

distance between the edge points of the hole patterns HP2,

HP4 in each combination, and an angle of the straight line

connecting one edge point to the other edge point with

respect to an arbitrary axial line sucJi as an X-axis,

prepares the distance smgle distribution map (hereinafter

referred to as the DAD map) , stores the map in the image

misnory 28 via the image memory controller 26, and further

supplies the map to the workstation 12. For a detailed

method for preparing the DAD map, refer to Japanese Patent

Laid Open (kokai) No. 2002 - 288677.

The DAD map prepared with respect to the hole patterns

HP2, HP4 shown in FIG. 2 is shown in FIG. 3. FIG. 3 shows

the DAD map in a mode shown on a display (not shown) by the

out^t device 18 of the workstation 12. However, in

practical use, it is not necessary show the DAD map to those

who measure the pattern. The data of the DAD map is sent to

and devel<^>ed in the image miOTory 28 of the image processing

apparatus 20 by the image monory controller 26 as described

above.

Next, the workstation 12 extracts the characteristic
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point from the prepared DAD map, and analyzes and outputs

indexes showing a relative location between two hole

patterns HP2, HP4 and a difference in the shape between

these hole patterns from this characteristic point. In the

present CTibodiment, as shown in FIG. 3, points A, Bl, B2, C,

Dl, and D2 are extracted as the characteristic points. For

the characteristic point A, a distance component

(hereinafter referred to simply as "d conponent") thereof

indicates the minimium value in the points (pair of edge

points) distributed in the DAD map. The characteristic

points Bl, B2 include the d components indicating the

maximum value in the DAD map. The ciharacteristic point C is

the maximum intensity point in the DAD map, cuid the

characteristic points Dl, D2 include angle components

(hereinafter referred to simply as "9 component") whose

absolute value indicates the maxdLmum value in regions of 9 >

0 and 9 < 0 in the DAD map, respectively.

FIG. 4 is an explanatory view showing a relation

between the csharacteristic points A, Bl, B2, C, Dl, D2 and

an actual pattern. As shown in the figure, the d component

of the characteristic point A corresponds to the minimum

distance between two hole patterns in the actual patterns.

The d components of the characteristic points Bl, B2

correspond to the maximum distance andL a distance near to

the maximum distance between two hole patterns, respectively,

and these distances constitute indexes to represent a

difference in the shape between two hole patterns. The d

conponent of the characteristic point C on the DAD map

corresponds to a relative location of the measurement target

pattern HP4 with resp>ect to the standard pattern HP2, that

is, a pitch. Furthermore, when a counterclockwise direction

is assumed as a positive direction, 9 components 9D1, 9D2 of

characteristic points Dl, D2 on the DAD map correspond to

angles formed by two tangent lines common to the two hole

patterns with respect to the X-axis.

The workstation 12 calculates the minimum distance
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between the two hole patterns HP2, HP4, and an intersecting

angle of the two tangent lines common to the two hole

patterns on the basis of these characteristic points Bl^

B2, C, Dl, D2, outputs the index representing the relative

5 location between the two hole patterns, further calculates

the maximum distance between the two hole patterns HP2, HP4

and the distance near thereto, and outputs the indexes

representing the difference in the shape between the hole

patterns. *

10 In this manner, according to the pattern measurement

method of the present CTflDodiment, the indexes representing

the relative location between two patterns and the

difference in the shape between the patterns can easily/

precisely, and quantitatively be measured. Especially, it

15 has heretofore been very difficult to measure the pitch of

the hole pattern among these indexes, but according to the

pattern measurement method of the present embodiment, the

pitch can easily suid precisely be measured. Furthermore,

when a line along a designed direction in arranging two hole

20 patterns is set, for example, as the above-described

arbitrary axial line, it cam be judged whether or not two

hole patterns are arranged in the direction as designed.

When the patterns are not arranged in the designed direction,

the direction in whicsh the patterns are shifted from the

25 designed direction can also strictly be calculated frcan the

9 component of the cdiaracteristic point C on the DAD map or

the 9 ocmponents 9D1, 9D2 of the characteristic points Dl, D2

on the DAD map. The measurement of the intersecting auigle of

the tangent lines common to two hole patterns has been very

30 laborious measurement in a conventional method, but

according to the present embodiment, the angle can also be

measured with remarkable easy and high accuracy.

In this manner, according to the present edbodiment,

it is possible to quickly, highly precisely measure the

35 shap>e difference between two patterns and a positional

deviation amount frc»n a desired relative location at a low
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cost, which has heretofore required sucdi a long measurement

time that measurement cost has been high and that a burden

on CPU has also been large.

(2) Second Embodiment

5 In the following second through seventh »ibodiments,

the term "p>attern shape*' is defined to include the size and

shap>e of the pattern.

In the first embodiment, a case where there is not any

difference in the size between the left and right pattern

10 shapes has been described, but in the present embodiment, a

case in which there is a large difference between adjacent

left and right pattern shapes will be described.

For two hole patterns HPS and HP8 shown in FIG. 5,

when the hole pattern HPS on the right side in the drawing

15 is asstjmed as a standard graphic, the measur«nent target

pattern HPS on the left side in the drawing is larger than

the standard graphic HPS. In the present embodiment, in

order to facilitate the understanding, two hole patterns HPS

and HPS are all assumed as patterns of a perfect circle, and

20 the f>attems analogous to each other will be described.

However, as described later in the third »ibodiment, even

when the shape changes in addition to the size, the similar

result is obtained.

The image processor 24 of the pattern measurement

25 apparatus 2 receives the supply of the images of two hole

p>attems HPS and HPS, and prepares the DAD map between the

hole patterns HPS and HPS. The DAD map obtain^ by a

procedure similar to that of the first enibodiment with

respect to the hole patterns HPS and HPS shown in FIG. 5 is

30 shown in FIG. S. Here, it is noted that a hole is made in a

middle portion in the DAD map shown in FIG. S. This is

caused by a difference in the size between the hole patterns

HPS and HPS. An intensity distribution along an arrow AR2 of

FIG. S is shown in FIG. 7. In the present embodiment, cm

35 ideal perfect circle has been described, and therefore a

diameter of a hole of the distribution in a d-axis direction
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is equal to a difference between the diameters of the hole

patterns HP6 and HPS.

As a reference example, a case in which the left and

right hole patterns have the same shape is shown in FIG. 8.

5 FIG. 9 shows a DAD map prepared with respect to hole

patterns HPIO, HP12, and FIG. 10 shows the intensity

distribution along an arrow AR4 of FIG. 9. For the DAD map

of the hole patterns HPIO, HP12, as shown in FIG. 10, the

distributed intensity is maximized in the middle, and the

10 maximijm value which is also a largest value corresp>onds to

the size of the pitch (d COTponent) and the direction of the

pitch (G coroponent) between the hole p>atterns HPIO, HP12 as

described above in the first embodiment.

In this manner, according to the present »ibodiment,

15 it is possible to quickly and easily acquire an amount

representing the difference in the size between two hole

patterns

.

In the present embodiment, a method of regarding two

hole patterns as separate patterns, assxjming either one of

20 the patterns as the standard pattern, and asstsning the other

pattern as the measur^nent target pattern to evaluate the

shape of the pattern has been described. In suiother mode,

however, two left and right hole patterns may be regarded as

a single pattern to evaluate left/right symmetry.

25 (3) Third Embodiment

For the present embodiment, the second embodiment is

expsmded so as to be applicable to a more realistic

measurement target pattern.

FIG. 11 shows an image acquired with respect to a

30 perfect circle pattern HP14 and a circular pattern HP16

distorted at random. Here, the circular pattern HP16 is, for

example, a measurement target pattern actually mcuiufactured

as a product, and the p>erfect circle pattern HP14 is, for

example, a f>attem of a non-defective, and is a pattern set

35 as the standard pattern by the workstation 12.

The DAD map of the patterns HP14, HP16 prepared by the



image processor 24 is shown in FIG. 12. As shown in the

figure, when the pairs of edge points include the edge

points of the randamly distorted circular patterns, the

boundary of the distribution is asyrnmetric with respect to a

5 d-axis. From this, it can be judged that there is a

difference in the shape between two hole patterns- FIG. 13

is an intensity distribution diagram along an arrow AR6 in

FIG. 12. Also in contrast with FIG. 10, the intensity

distribution in the vicinity of the maximum point in FIG. 13

10 is dull. It is seen that the distortion of the measurement

target pattern HP16 appears in this point. The workstation

12 calculates/ for example, the length of the distribution

boundary of the DAD map and the area within the distribution

boundary, auid outputs numeric values as quantitative shaf>e

15 indexes of the measurement target p>attern HP16. More

specifically, as a quantitative measured amount representing

a shape, for example, a half-value width of the maiximum

point of FIG. 13 can be defined.

(4) Fourth Embodiment

20 In the first and second ^hbodiments, a case in which

the same image includes the standard graphic as well as the

measur«ient target pattern is described. In the present

embodiment, different from this case, a case in which the

stcuidard graphic is stored as another data beforehand in the

25 memory 16 will be described.

FIGS. 14 and 15 show a circular pattern HP18 whicih is

a measurement target, and a rectangular standard pattern RP2

stored as CAD data in the memory 16 beforeheuid. For example,

in a manufacturing field of a semiconductor device, the

30 pattern RP2 as the CAD data may be either a pattern formed

on the same layer as that of the measurement target pattern

or a pattern formed on a different layer. When a pattern is

formed on the different layer, for example, on a lower layer

of an invisible layer or on an upper layer to be processed,

35 the image of the pattern cannot be acquired, for example,

even with the use of an electron beam. Therefore, it is
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difficult to align the pattern of the CAD data with the

measur^nent target pattern. In the present embodiment, it is

assTomed that a pattern represented by the CAD data can be

aligned with a characteristic visible pattern whose image

can be acquired at a low-magnification, that is, in a

broader range in a previous stage of the measurement.

FIG. 14 shows that the circular pattern HP18 is

disposed in a middle of the rectangular pattern RP2 and FIG.

15 shows that the circular pattern HP18 is disposed in a

position deviating from the middle inside the rectangular

p>attern RP2. FIGS. 16A suid FIG. 16B show DAD maps obtained

by pairing the edge points between the rectangular pattern

RP2 and the circular pattern HP18. These DAD maps are

prepared by the processing of the CAD data of the

rectangular pattern RP2 supplied from the memory 16 via the

workstation 12 and by the processing of the image data of

the circular pattern HP18 supplied from the image memory 28

via the image momory controller 26 by the image processor 24

.

FIG. 16A shows the DAD map obtained between the rectangular

E)attem RP2 and circular pattern HP18 shown in FIG. 14, and

FIG. 16B shows the DAD map obtained between the rectangular

pattern RP2 and circular pattern HP18 shown in FIG. 15. A

relative positional deviation of the circular pattern HP18

from the CAD data pattern can be detected from the

difference between the DAD maps. For exanple, the d

ccirponents of characteristic points E and F in FIG. 16B

correspond to a distance (E of FIG. 15) between the circular

pattern HP18 and the inner periphery of the CAD data pattern

RP2 in the Y-axis direction, and a distance (F of FIG. 15)

of therebetween in the X-axis direction. The workstation 12

defines and outputs the d ccnponents of the characteristic

points E suid F as the indexes of the shaf>e of the

measurement target pattern, representing the distance

between the measurement target pattern cund the CAD data

pattern

.

(5) Fifth Eznbodiment
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In the above-described CTibodiments, edge points are

paired between a plurality of patterns, especially between

the standard graphic and the measurement target pattern to

prepare the DAD map. However, in the present «ibodiinent, a

5 pattern measurCTient method will be described in which the

DAD maps are separately prepared with the standard graphic

and measurement target pattern, and the characteristic

points/amounts are compared with each other among a

plurality of prepared DAD maps.

10 FIGS, 17A to 17H show the standard graphic, patterns

obtained by modifying the shape of the standard graphic, and

the DAD maps. FIG. 17A shows a rectangular pattern SP2 which

is the standard graphic, FIG. 17B shows a measurement target

pattern SP4 obtained by tilting the rectangular pattern SP2

15 on the right side by 20'', FIG. 17C shows a measur«ient target

pattern SP6 whose width is e3^>anded by 10% of that of the

rectangular p)attem SP2, and FIG. 17D shows a measurement

target pattern SP8 obtained by shifting the rectangular

pattern SP2 upwards on the right side by 10%. FIGS. 17E

20 through 17H are the DAD maps prepared by the image processor

24 of the image processing apparatus 20 with respect to the

respective patterns shown in FIGS. 17A through 17D.

In the present eiibodiment, the workstation 12 extracts

the maximum value of the d-axis direction in each DiAD map as

25 the characteristic point. These maximum values correspond to

the length and angle of two diagonal lines intersecting with

each other in the respective patterns shown in FIGS. 17A

through 17D. For example, the d components of two maximum

values indicated by circular frames G and H in the DAD map

30 shown in FIG. E represent the length of each diagonal line

of the standard graphic SP2, and the 0 components thereof

represent the angles of the respective diagonal lines of the

steuidard graphic SP2 with respect to the X-sixis direction,

assuming that axial lines of the respective patterns SP2 to

35 SP8 are X-axes shown in FIGS. 17A through 17D. Therefore,

the workstation 12 obtains coordinates (d component, 0
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corrponent) of the two mcocimum points from the DAD map of the

standard graphic SP2 . Next, the coordinates of the two

maximum p>oints corresponding to these maximum points are

obtained in the DAD map of the measurement target pattern,

and coordinate components of the maximum points are compared

with each other, so that the distortion of the pattern or

the difference from the standard graphic can be detected.

Advantages of the pattern measurement method of the

present embodiment will be described in conparison with a

method of direct measurCTient by a related art. According to

the related art, especially when the measurement target

pattern is an orderly pattern shown in the present

Qiibodiment, for example, vertexes of a quadrangle distorted

by an arbitrary angle are recognized, and the lengths and

angles of the diagonal lines have to be calculated by these

positional coordinates. According to the present embodiment,

when the coordinate of the maximum point of the d-cucis

direction on the DAD map is acquired, the lengths and angles

of the diagonal lines can be obtained in a very short

calculation time without executing the conventional

intricate processing, and then a burden onto the CPU 22 ,can

further be lightened.

Furthermore, according to the pattern measur«ient

method of the present embodiment, even when the measurement

target pattern is disposed in any position in the acquired

image, the same DAD map is necessarily obtained with the

same pattern. That is, in the measur^nent of the shape,

information on parallel movonent of the pattern is discarded.

For example, in the manufacturing field of the soniconductor

,

when the pattern formed by an exposure aH>aratus is measured

by CDSEM, a fluctuation is sometimes generated in the

position of the pattern in the acquired image due to a limit

of positioning precision of a detection af^>aratus. The

pattern measurement method of the present embodiment is not

influenced by this fluctuation. Furthermore, even when the

target of the measurenent is not a still image but a dynamic
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image, or the target is a pattern freely moving in parallel

in the screen while changing the shape, it is possible to

momentarily measure the shape of the target pattern all

without distinction from the still image, as long as the DAD

5 map can be prepared in one frame of the c^^namic image.

(6) Sixth Embodiment

Characteristics of the present ^libodiment lie in that

an area of the DAD map is used as a characteristic amount

representing the relative location between the standard

10 graphic and the measurement target pattern suid the

difference in shape therebetween. In general, in a field of

a digital image processing technique, the area is defined as

the total number of pixels in a target region. However, in

the present «ibodiment, instead of the total number of

15 pixels, the nxjmber of distributed dots existing in the

region, or the nxjiriber of pairs of edge points in which

weight by frequency is added to the distributed dots may

also be used.

FIG. 18 shows two circular patterns HP22 and HP24

20 which have diameters different from each other and which are

arranged so as to form concentric circles. FIG. 19 shows a

DAD map prepared by the pairs of edge points paired between

the circular patterns by the image processor 24. A code BDR2

in FIG. 19 indicates a boundary line of the distribution in

25 the DAD map, cuid a rectangular region surrounded with the

boundary line 6DR2 is equivalent to one set of patterns

shown in FIG. 18.

FIG. 20 shows that the center of the circular pattern

HP22 in the patterns shown in FIG. 18 deviates and one set

30 of patterns are arranged so that the center does not agree

with that of the outer circular pattern HP24 . The DAD map

prepared with respect to one set of p>attems shown in FIG.

20 is shown in FIG. 21. Here, when the region surroianded

with BDR2 of FIG. 19 is subtracted from a region surrounded

35 with a boundary line BDR4 of the distribution in FIG. 21, a

region TR21-19 shown in FIG. 22 remains. Such process for
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obtaining the difference between the regions is possible,

more specifically, by the image processor 24 giving all the

pixels in the distribution region of each DAD map 1 to

execute binarizing of the image, and by the workstation 12

5 executes an image subtraction process between two binarized

images. The area of the region TR21-19 shown in FIG. 22

represents the difference between the patterns of FIGS. 18

and 20. When the area of the region TR21-19 of FIG. 22 is

calculated, one set of pattern shapes of FIG. 20 can be

10 evaluated on the basis of one set of patterns of FIG. 18.

When the area of the remaining region as a result of the

stdDtraction is 0, two sets of patterns agree with each other.

In the present «ibodiment, since the distribution region of

FIG. 19 is included in that of FIG. 21, all the differences

15 indicate positive values. However, when negative values (-)

are produced def>ending on the result of the obtaining of the

difference between the regions, the absolute value may also

be obtained. Moreover, two values of the areas (pixels)

having the positive and negative values may separately be

20 outputted or displayed.

(7) Seventh Embodiment

Characteristics of the pattern measurement method of

the present embodiment lie in that two or more patterns are

mutually compared to evaluate similarity between the

25 patterns. Examples of a plurality of patterns which are

targets of the evaluation are shown in FIGS. 23A through 23F.

FIG. 23A shows a standard graphic OP by design data, and

FIGS. 23B through 23F show patterns TP2 through TP12 of a

product manufactured on the basis of the design data,

30 respectively. It is to be noted that here the "product"

includes the semiconductor device, but is not limited to the

device, and it should be understood that the term "product"

represents general products.

FIGS. 24A through 24F show DAD maps prepared with

35 respect to the patterns shown in FIGS. 23A through 23F,

respectively, by the image processor 24. The workstation 12
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calculates a two-dimensional correlation value between the

DAD maps to evaluate the similarity between the original

patterns. The two-dimensional correlation value of FIGS. 24B

to 24F is defined as to R on the basis of the DAD map of FIG.

24A and the calculated values R are also shown in the

respective patterns of FIGS. 23A through 23F. As apparent

from the comparison between the respective patterns together

with the respective two-dimensional correlation values R in

FIGS. 23A through 23F, it is found that to more extent the

shape of the product becomes distorted from the design data,

the smaller the value of R becomes than 1. Here, to monitor

the distortion from the design data, for example, R = 0.7 is

selected as a threshold value and is beforehand stored in

the recipe file in the memory 16. The workstation 12 judges

that the product having a value not more than the threshold

value is a defective. Accordingly, it is possible to easily

and quickly inspect the shape of the product. In the

exarrples shown in FIGS. 23A through 23F, it can be judged

that, needless to say, the product msmufactured according to

the design data of FIG. 23A is a non-defective, patterns TP2,

TP4 shown in FIGS. 23B and 23C are non-defectives and

patterns TPS, TPIO, TP12 shown in FIGS. 23D through 23F are

defectives, respectively. In the present «nbodiment, the

shape of the measur^ient target itself cannot be figured out

in detail, but it is possible to quantitatively evaluate a

degree of distortion from a designed pattern in the pattern

shape of the product at high speed.

Moreover, it is possible to quantitatively evaluate

performance of the simulation itself by setting the result

of the simulation as the standard graphic and, by

quauititatively evaluating the distortion of the product with

respect to the simulation result on the contrary to setting

the design data as the standard graphic and qusmtitatively

evaluating the distortion of the product with respect to the

design data.

In calculating a correlation value between the DAD
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maps, a standardization process of the DAD map may be

executed by, for exairple, the image processor 24. Itore

specifically, the total number of dots indicating the pairs

of edge points in the DAD map is set, for exaitple, as 1000

dots, the DAD map constantly constituted of the certain

ntjmber of pairs of edge points can be prepared by removing

the dots over the set number by, for example, thinning the

dots at random when the number of dots constituting the pair

of edge points in the DAD map exceeds the set niimber.

Usually, the DAD map is formed by the points constituting

the pairs of edge points exceeding 1000 dots. When the

number of dots is not more than 1000 points, the workstation

12 may also notify

that the standardization fails to those who measure the

patterns via the output device 18, for example, using an

alarm message or the like. In this case, those who measure

the patterns may lower the threshold value to execute the

stcuidardization process again. This procedure may also be

incorporated in the recip>e file beforehand, included in the

image processing, and automatically executed. Furthermore,

the dots may also be thinned according to a certain rule,

not at random. For example, it is also p>ossible to thin the

dots in order from low-density points. With the

standardization according to this rule, the intensity

distribution of the DAD map can further be eirphasized.

Needless to say, it is also p>ossible to directly

calculate two-dimensional correlation with the rear image

without using any DAD map, but this might cause the value

impractical because the value largely depends on the

position of the pattern. According to the present «nbodiment,

by the pattern measur@nnent method using the DAD map, the

correlation value between the patterns can be calculated

without depending on the location of the pattern in the

image.

(C) Msuiufacturing Method of Semiconductor Device

When the above-described pattern measur^ient method is
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used in manufacturing the semiconductor device, the shape of

the semiconductor fine pattern can quantitatively be

evaluated and measured at high speed and with high accuracy*

Therefore, a turn around time (TAT) can be reduced, and

5 yield of the product can further be enhanced.

(D) Program and Recording ^tedium

A series of procedure of the above-described pattern

measurement method may also be incorporated in a program,

read by a ccxrputer capable of processing the image data, and

10 executed. Accordingly, the pattern measuronent method

according to the present invention can be realized using a

general-purpose computer. Program for allowing the computer

to execute the series of procedure of the pattern

measurement method may also be stored in recording mediums

15 such as a flexible disk and CD-ROM, and read and executed by

the computer. Accordingly, the pattern measurement method

according to the present invention can be realized using the

general-purpose computer. The recording mediums are not

limited to pxDrtable meditjms such as a magnetic disk and

20 optical disk, and a fixed type of recording mediums such as

a hard disk drive and memory may also be used. . The program

in which the series of procedure of the pattern measurement

method is incorporated may also be distributed via a

communication circuit such as internet (including radio

25 communication) . Furthermore, the program in which the series

of procedure of the pattern measurement method is

incorporated may also be enciphered, modulated, or

compressed, contained in the recording meditmis, and

distributed in this state via cable circuits such as the

30 internet or radio circuits.


